Basketball Game With Lowell Tonight Closes V. Tech Season

The Institute keeps win up the tilt when they play Lowell (Tech) tonight at 8:15 in the Hangar Gym. The team has lost its last two games, to Vermont and Williams, by heavy scores; but it is primed to make a valiant effort tonight to redeem somewhat its poor showing this year and wind up the year with a victory. The Lowell drivers, having begun the year with a 9-1 record, have the edge on the Engineers. The Lowell men have shown mostly their lack of practice. They have not had much success in their attempts to attack or any organized plan of defense. It has been a collection of individuals. There are no players who were not outstanding enough to make up for the lack of cooperers.

At one time near the middle of the game, the team seemed to wake up. It lost a couple of games by very close margins which it need not have lost. It looked as though the team were beginning to spark and about to go to the wire. However, in the last few games it's not fulfilled this promise. The results have been with very good teams though, and it is safe to say that it lost them to Vermont, for instance. According to the Lowell Tribune College Notebook, these Results were not as long ago. Also, since mid-1936, the Institute has been prepared at its request. The Lowell team fired tonight and the Lowell men are quite dubious. Their chances for a victory are about even.

During the remainder of the season, the team will need to shine in a different light. This will be a game when the team shows its worth. The Institute men are quite dubious about the team and are working to improve their performance. By showing some fire, the team may be able to compete against the backdrop of the season.

Boys Go To Troy For Season's Finale

Strong Bowdoin Squad Defeats Institute Team, 65 - 14

In an attempt to end a not-too-satisfactory season with at least one win under their swimming belts, the Technology men went to Troy tomorrow to compete against the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. It was one of the last meets of the season.

The nature was up against one of the best teams they have faced this year, who lost to Bowdoin last Saturday by 42 - 14. The Bowdoin team has not defeated this season's team, but in team work, in spite of the defeat, was better than the other. It is a team that will be missed.

This year, as in previous years, the Trojans have had to face the Yale Junior varsity instead of the varsity. This year, there is a part in a quadrangle meet tomorrow and twenty-four points were the wire these two teams cut out today. The Junior Varsity, however, would much prefer to win the game by the two points, as it is a chance for a victory. All the team hopes for is that the team itself will show some improvement.

The Academic's game is quite dubious about the outcome of the City College game in New York. Against the City College in New York.

Technology's Nautical Association To Start Dinghy Racing Next Week

Long before the boathouse was started, competitive sailing had begun. The first dinghy race was held April 5, 1936, on a Sunday; and plans were made to hold races every Saturday and Sunday afternoon.

The Association has already competed in two regattas this Fall, beating Navy in a dual meet, and losing to Cornell by a close margin in an Intercollegiate regatta.

VARSITY FOOLMEN

Travel To Fence Yale And C.N.C.Y.

Compete At New Haven Today, At New London Monday; Challenges Good.

Swedemans To Fight Yale J. V.

After chalking up two decisive victories last weekend, the varsity swimmers have been associated with the team in a quadrangle meet Wednesday, March 10, at 8:00 p.m. in the Hangar Gym. All swimmers who have been associated with the team are officially invited to attend. Speakers from Hudson Valley are on the program. The Council will discuss opportunities that college students have for continuing sport work.

Boxers Fight Saturday Against Coast Guard

Fighting its last match for the Institute, the V. Tech boxing team will meet the Coast Guard Saturday night at 9:00 in the Hangar Gym. The Coast Guard has a strong team, and the Institute has not made as many choices as yet. As this is not a regular intercollegiate match both freshmen and varsity men may fight.
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